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Set In Stone

lip tattoo eyeliner tattoo

It’s all about making our lives a 
little less dreary, and a whole load more 
convenient these days. With the advent 
of permanent and semi-permanent 
make-up (aka cosmetic tattoos), being 
a showstopper from day to day has 
become a walk in the park. 

Imagine never having to deal with 
out-of-line lipstick stains and the 
constant touching up of lippies. This 
beauty fad where your pout receives 
a permanent shade of rouge has 
taken Hollywood by storm. Best of 
all, its kiss-proof!   

Not ready to commit your lips? Check 
out the temporary lip tattoos that are 
on the lips of starlets like Lady Gaga, 
Jessie J, and the Kardashian sisters! 
 

The everyday struggle to perfect 
that black line- be gone! Eyeliner 
tattoos can create subtle, natural 
lines or bold, dramatic ones to make 
your peepers go pop! The procedure 
involves little implantations of 
microscopic pigments placed on 
the lash line. Ophthalmologists 
recommend this for those who are 
allergic to conventional eye make-
up or contact lens wearers. 
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eyebrow tattoo
The perfect arch can do wonders to 
frame your face and enhance your 
natural features. Save yourself the 
embarrassment of the “lost eyebrow” 
look when your brow pencil wears 
off over the day.  Eyebrow tattoos 
give a fuller brow for that natural, 
60’s look we all covet. When getting 
yours done, your stylist will pick out 
the best eyebrow shade to best suit 
your skin tone. 
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Eyebrow Engraving is the beauty salon’s 
signature service made popular through word-
of-mouth. Combining their special technique 
from Japan known as Art Make and 20 years 
of experience, your brows are “engraved” on 
with extremely soft needles (don’t worry, its 
virtually painless!) for an au-natural look that 
beats drawing them on. Brow colour does not 
wear off because of their organic colouring, and 
there are absolutely no side effects nor scars. 
A typical procedure takes only 45 minutes and 
can last up to 3 years. In fact, results have 
proven so timesaving that many local actresses 
and cabin crew have been flocking here to 
perfect their arches. 

Point D’ Beaute When it comes to your brows:

Do
• Take your face shape into consideration.

• Determine the thickness of your brows by  
   observing the placement of your brow bone.

• When in doubt, under-tweeze .

• If you have a small face, avoid filling in too  
   much of your brows.
• Match the colour of your brow with your hair.

• ‘In’ Celeb Brows: Natural, thicker brows like  
   Anne Hathaway, Keira Knightley, Camilla Belle.

X Tweeze above the brow line.

X Sport pencil-thin eyebrows.

X Shave off your eyebrows and replace it with     
   bizarre pink tick.

X ‘Out’ Celeb Brows: Unnatural high arched 
   brows  like Pamela Anderson, Danielle Staub  
   from The Real Housewives of New Jersey.

Don’t




